Criticism of peer review and ways to improve it
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Abstract This paper reviews some critical aspects of peer review in developed and developing countries. Though the peer review process is criticised for some of its drawbacks, it is still widely accepted as a tool for preserving the integrity and quality of scholarly communication. Peer review varies widely across journals and countries. Many developing and some developed countries suffer from substandard and biased peer review mainly due to the lack of training in peer review. The peer review process is still slow, expensive, poor in detecting scientific misconduct, and open to abuse. It needs reforming to make it more effective worldwide.
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Introduction Peer review is essential for quality control in scholarly communication. It has been used as a tool to uphold publishing standards for more than two centuries, and is now based on solid empirical experience of numerous generations of science editors. Unfortunately, standards of peer review vary across journals and within and between developed and developing countries. Though its importance has been appreciated by most editors, the perception of its aims varies widely, and not all of them rely on fair, unbiased and truly scientific principles of peer review. Some view the process of analysing and commenting on journal submissions as a tool to disseminate best quality research data. Indeed, the primary aim of peer review is to select and disseminate valid and credible scientific research reports. This is why peer reviewers are often credited as gatekeepers of scientific communication, filtering out low quality and poorly readable contents. Unsurprisingly, the modern-day international scientific community values peer-reviewed literature and discourages publishing in non-peer-reviewed journals.

Criticism of peer review
Peer review did not develop overnight. Publishers and editors from all over the world used it differently in the past decades, gradually improving some of its components, but unable to propose a perfect system of scientific quality control. One of the main opponents of the modern-day peer review, the former chief editor of BMJ, Richard Smith, finds...
it difficult to scientifically define this process and qualify scholars involved in it as “peers.” His criticism relates to the facts that it is “a flawed process” operating in the absence of hard evidence of its effectiveness. He also refers to its expensiveness, unfairness towards unconventional, ground-breaking research, proneness to abuse, and failure to detect scientific misconduct. Many science editors strongly believe that peer review is imperfect and full of mistakes, but did not propose any better alternative. Instead, given the potential of the peer review to improve the quality of publications, some editors provide guidance for reviewers over the issues of writing and adhering to the principles of ethical research reporting. Moreover, it is suggested that criteria for selecting experts with advanced reviewer skills to contribute to the effectiveness of the peer review be set.15

Apparent, editors should invite experts willing to contribute to the target journal as reviewers, who have up-to-date knowledge and skills in the subject area as well as in statistics, science writing and reporting. But it is difficult to find such people within one’s reach. The same criteria are applicable in both developed and developing countries, as modern science does not recognise national boundaries.

Why is peer review ineffective?
Peer review does not function properly primarily because of the huge, ever-growing number of journal submissions and publications. An estimated 1,350,000 papers were published in 23,750 journals in 2006. Obviously, such an unprecedented growth of publications can cause shortages of competent and available reviewers globally, and chances are high that some substandard papers will be published.

Another critical factor is that most reviewers are often not properly acknowledged and given incentives both academically and financially. Financial incentives and awards may work well both in developing and developed countries.

Interestingly, the reviewers’ efforts are often not appreciated by either publishers or the authors, whose research reports are critically analysed and corrected as a result of the high quality peer review. Finally, the quality of the peer review can be jeopardised because of its use without considering the issues of scientific infrastructure and culture.

Blinding peer review
Masking reviewers’ and authors’ identities may limit some bias from the peer review process. Strong evidence supporting any of these models of peer review is missing. Based on empirical experience and experts’ opinion, journals from across the globe employ different models of peer review: single-, double-blind, or open. Several initial reports suggested that the majority of authors and reviewers prefer masking the reviewers’ identity. Nonetheless, some editors of top-ranking journals, particularly the BMJ, pioneered implementation of an open model in 1999, aiming to ensure transparency and to increase reviewers’ accountability, the quality of their signed (open) comments, and the overall fairness of peer review. A large randomised study, however, did not find any effect of this model on the quality of reviewers’ comments within BMJ. A similar study on a Danish general medical journal reiterated that unmasking reviewers’ identity does not provide benefits in terms of quality, and it may even decrease the number of reviewers wishing to comment and disclose their identity to authors. Obviously, anonymity is essential for criticising without fear of exposing reviewers’ identity to their colleagues. This is why single- or double-blind models are still more preferable for small, professional communities, particularly for those from developing countries.

Peer review and growth of science in developing countries
Despite its shortcomings, peer review remains central to prepublication quality control. As a “service to the profession”, it has some unmeasurable positive implications for authors and reviewers, who learn from more experienced professionals through peer review. Authors with extensive publishing experience would agree that constructive peer review and related revisions are instrumental in the dissemination of clear scientific results presented in a polished academic language. Those who publish original research papers would agree that input from a statistical reviewer is required for more accurate research reporting.

In an attempt to succeed in the global competition, many developing countries allocate a reasonable amount of money to the publishing market, but fail to implement peer review and to get their scholarly journals indexed by prestigious databases. There are many reasons for poor research performance in developing countries, including the language barrier, lack of training in science writing, difficulties in communicating with advanced specialists from mainstream science countries, and widespread scientific misconduct. Nonetheless, some countries, particularly Iran, overcame some of these obstacles in scholarly communication, increased the number of indexed journals and succeeded in publishing citable papers in the past decades. Impressive are also the achievements in China, where peer review is obligatory and more than 5000 peer-reviewed journals are currently published. Most of these journals employ the three-level system: preliminary review by journal editors, evaluation by peers, and finally by the chief editor.

How to improve peer review
To improve the quality of peer review, one should define its objectives and formulate the tasks of the reviewers. Reviewers should be sufficiently skilled to identify scientific misconduct. Editors may substantially shorten peer review time by selecting the best performing reviewers. But in reality, not all journals always have enough reviewers to choose from. In countries where peer review is still poorly developed, academic institutions should arrange training courses for researchers and editors involved in journal publishing. Ideally, such courses should be conducted by experts with experience of reviewing for top-ranking journals.
Would paid peer review improve its outcomes? *BMJ, The Lancet* and some other journals have used the system of financial rewards for reviewers, but there has been no study favouring such an approach. Besides, paid peer review is not feasible for most journals from across the globe owing to budget constraints. Perhaps more feasible and scientifically justifiable is to implement academic credit for quality comments, give a free subscription to the concerned journal, and publicise the names of the best reviewers on a regular basis. However, peer review needs some kind of reform to make it more effective worldwide. Further in-depth studies both in developed and developing countries may be helpful to this end.
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